FOREST MANAGEMENT

IN NATURA 2000 AREAS OF HUNGARY

Highlights
Natura 2000 forests are of great value for the society: they are not only habitats for several
plant and animal species, but also sources of clean water and air, sustainable wood, and
natural environment which helps to maintain our physical and psychological health.
In order to support all important forest functions, we have to manage forests in a special
way. Properly adapted conventional and new forest management concepts are to help in
maintaining different forest types in Hungary from the floodplains to the mountain slopes.
The Natura 2000 framework has these aims. With the accession to the European Union,
Hungary has designated 21.4% of its territory as part of the Natura 2000 Network (covering
a total of 1.99 million hectares). A significant proportion of the designated Special Protected
Areas (SPA; altogether 56 sites) and Sites of Community Interest (SCI; altogether 479
sites) are covered by forests. The total coverage of Natura 2000 forests is approx. 834.000
hectares, which is 40% of the Hungarian forest area.

Vision
Our common vision is to manage and restore forests of native tree species of different
purposes, carefully planned across the landscape – in order to protect the whole living
ecosystem and all ecosystem services in Natura 2000 forests and outside the Natura 2000
network. The overall conservation status of Natura 2000 forest sites can be significantly
improved, if we continue to manage our natural and semi-natural forests with the respect
of biological-ecological aspects (e.g. admixed tree species, structural components,
deadwood, microhabitats, non-intervention forests) beside primary forest production.
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Natural forest
and potential threats
in Hungary
BEECH FORESTS
Dominating sites with plentiful rain and air
humidity – mainly at higher elevations,
beech forests are under pressure of
climate change and even-aged forest
management methods. Especially uneven
aged, selection forestry methods (now
called “permanent forests” in Hungary)
could support maintaining their area
and naturalness.

Natura 2000 habitat types: 9110 (FV), 9130 (FV), 9150 (FV), 91K0 (U1)

OAK FORESTS
Oak forests are the most widespread
forest type in Hungary, from the rivers to
the lower mountain tops. The effects of
even-aged forest management for many
centuries are clearly visible. Invasion
of non-native woody species is a real
threat. Management for uneven aged
structure and habitat restoration is of
utmost importance in oak forests.
Natura 2000 habitat types: 91G0 (U1), 91H0 (U1), 91I0 (U2), 91L0
(U1), 91M0 (U1)

FLOODPL AIN
FORESTS
Floodplain forests are the most threatened
of all forest types in Hungary, because
of the invasion of non-native (mostly
North American) tree species. Different
treatments, from elimination of invasive
species to habitat restoration, should be
in place, along with modified conventional
forest management practices.
Natura 2000 habitat types: 91E0 (U1), 91F0 (U1)
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Species of
importance
Forests are home for more than 60% of the species can be found in Hungary. However,
there are interesting groups of plants, fungi and animals which are mostly or exclusively
found in natural forests.

BIRDS
SPECIES/SPECIES
GROUPS OF SPECIAL
ARE AS OF CONSERVATION
CONNECTED TO FORESTS
PLANTS
Lady’s-slipper Orchid, Pennycress,
Marsh Gladiolus, European Peony subsp.
Banatica, Greater Pasque Flower, Sand
Saffron, Sand Iris, etc.
BEETLES IN LIVING AND DEADWOOD
Stag Beetle, Great Capricorn Beetle, Hermit
Beetle, Flat Bark Beetle, Rosalia Longicorn
BUTTERFLIES
Silver-washed Fritillary, Clouded Apollo, Scarce
Fritillary Woodpeckers and secondary cavity
nesting species Middle Spotted Woodpecker,
White-backed Woodpecker, Black Woodpecker,
Grey-headed Woodpecker, Red-breasted
Flycatcher, Collared Flycatcher
BIRDS OF PREY, OWLS AND BLACK STORK
Honey Buzzard, Short-toed Snake Eagle,
Black Kite, Red Kite, Golden Eagle, Imperial
Eagle, Lesser Spotted Eagle, White-tailed
Eagle, Saker Falcon, Ural Owl
FOREST DWELLING BATS
Western Barbastelle, Bechstein’s Bat, Pond Bat
LARGE PREDATORS
Wolf, Lynx, Bear
FOREST DWELLING RODENTS
Beaver

Woodpeckers, most birds of prey, owls, flycatchers
or the majestic black stork are typical forest dwellers.
Protection of their nests, or providing suitable habitats
– like standing dead wood, or large „biotope” trees are
essential to ensure their persistence in a managed
landscape. Diverse bird and bat fauna in forests can
control pest gradations, which is a very beneficial
“ecosystem service” in forest management.

BATS
Bat species are generally endangered in Europe,
because of habitat loss. In Hungary all bat species
are dependent on forests. Forest dwelling bat species
can be protected by using easy measures: leaving
large dead trees, or small forest blocks (“islands of
ageing”) untouched.

BEETLES
Many iconic, large beetles – like stag beetle or longhorn
beetle are very dependent on old structural elements
– deadwood, cavities etc. - of the forest. Most of the
time measures which are just enough to support bats
and woodpeckers are just perfect for beetles as well.

PL ANTS

Rare forest-related plant species – like lady’s-slipper, or
common peony – can only protected by appropriate management. Most forest herb species
need diverse forest stand structure with less closed canopy, which can be provided with
uneven-aged, close-to-nature forest management. Protection of forest edges is also of great
importance, since many rare plants can be found in the zone between forests and other habitats.
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Management needs
There are different main management methods that can be used related to Natura 2000
forests in Hungary.
1) Conventional (even-aged) management methods – like clear-cut and uniform shelterwood
systems – are the most used in Natura 2000 forests. It can be adjusted to Natura 2000 purposes
by completing management with small-scale restoration elements like shrub layer and forest
edge restoration and also retention of microhabitats like old trees, deadwood, root plates.

Idealistic structure of a forest managed by conventional management method

2) Advanced (uneven-aged, close-to-nature) management methods are to be used mainly
in more fragile and rare forest ecosystems, or in recreational forests where preserving
structural elements are essential or highly required. Carefully planned selection and
group selection interventions, together with small-scale habitat restorations, retention of
structural elements, can be used as a complex management approach.

Idealistic structure of a forest managed by advanced (uneven-aged, close-to-nature) management method

3) Forest restoration is necessary mainly if rare forest ecosystems are highly degraded. Structure
transformation (change of tree species), exclusion of invasive species, small scale restorations,
habitat development, and retentions are key elements of this special management type.

Idealistic structure of a restored natural forest
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Our project
The objective of the LIFEinFORESTS project is to improve the conservation status of the
Natura 2000 forest sites in Hungary by the involvement of a large group of professionals
managing the Natura 2000 forests as key stakeholders.

ACTIONS

Advanced trainings for
licensed forest engineers

Series of lectures for
vocational school students

Study trips for forest and
nature conservation engineer
students

Series of lectures for
university students

ROUNDTABLE AND INFO DAYS
Different stakeholders – private forest owners, state forest managers, national park experts,
authority representatives – had an opportunity and platform to share their experience and
opinion related to Natura 2000 areas. Events that enabled face-to-face discussions were
very important. These events included sectoral and cross-sectoral round table discussions,
information days, field trips and various courses. The events provided a good atmosphere
for knowledge exchange and induced spontaneous co-operation. In the course of these
activities, we mainly focused on professional target audiences, including licensed forest
engineers, officials, experts from forestry and conservation organisations, as well as
forest owners and managers.

19
Information days
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15
study trips

10
Roundtable
discussions

5
Courses on natural
forest management
and selective marking
in practice

4
Field practices

Support for private forest owners
Support of private owners is crucially important, as they use their own land usually with
focus on profitability. Most of them are aware of the ecological aspects and all the ecosystem
services what their forest can provide, but they need support in forest management
practices, which are for the enhancement of biodiversity and ecosystem services.

BOOKS AND GUIDES
Books and guides have been edited and published in order to get a comprehensive overview
on Natura 2000 forest management. The full list of the publications prepared under the
project period are available: https://en.lifeinforests.eu/downloads

FIELD TRIPS
Study trips to different regions of Hungary and to some Central European countries
were organized to learn more about advanced forest management and forest restoration
methods. The main objective of the study trips in Hungary and abroad was to learn about
good examples and gain practical experience. These events also helped to improve the
participants’ professional networks, and gave opportunities for extensive knowledge
exchange.
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Project results
DEVELOPMENT OF
CONSERVATION
KNOWLEDGE HUB
Forest management guidelines were developed and published
for forest managers and conservation professionals. These
guidelines introduce Natura 2000 species and habitats of
Special Areas of Conservation in Hungary. The produced
professional project publications and guidelines were
introduced to universities and professional fora as a baseline
for further use after the project.

STRENGTHENING
CO - OPER ATION
BET WEEN
SECTORS
The objectives of meetings,
round table discussions and
information days were to foster
exchange of good practices and
experiences, and to provide
opportunities for resolving
potential conflicts between
sectors. Based on mutual
agreements, appointed experts
elaborated the Natura 2000
forest management principles
and guidelines. Project partners
strongly valued that the different
representatives of the forestry
a n d c o ns e r vat i o n s e c to r
managed to come together
and take the first steps towards
closer co-operation. They highly
appreciated having an opportunity to discuss long term, potentially conflicting views. During
these discussions, a group of specialists with different professional backgrounds (private
forest owners, state forest workers, forestry authorities and conservation specialists) emerged
with whom it is possible to work together in the future.
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ACTIVELY
INVOLVING
PRIVATE
FOREST
OWNERS
The information sharing in
this stakeholder group is not
effective sometimes. That is the
reason why we developed our
information campaigns, which
focus on Natura 2000 related
information, like accessible
EU and national subsidies,
and information on natural
values protected in Natura 2000
network. Their feedback on the
programmes was positive: they
could acquire new knowledge
e.g. about natural dynamicsbased forest management
or about conservation forest
management. They were also
able to strengthen their existing
knowledge.

R AISING AWARENESS
OF NATUR A 2000 AND
NATUR AL FOREST
MANAGEMENT
Programmes, trainings and publications helped
forest managers and conservation specialists
working in Natura 2000 sites, as well as
forestry students to increase their knowledge
about natural forest management and forest
conservation.
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PROMOTING THE
ASPECTS OF
BIODIVERSIT Y
Through the Natura 2000 Forest Planning
Toolkit prepared for forestry authorities,
the project partners made an important
step towards promoting natural forest
management among specialists. Natural
forest management contributes to improving
the conservation function of Natura 2000
forests, promoting forest management
practices favourable for conservation, and
to more effectively applying conservation
principles during forest planning.

FOSTERING THE
APPLICATION OF
EUROPEAN BEST
PR ACTICES
Professionals participating in study trips could
see Natura 2000 forest and conservation
management good practices successfully
applied in other EU member states.
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ABOUT THE LIFEINFORESTS PROJECT:

Title 			
Improved communication, cooperation and capacity building for

preserving biodiversity in Natura 2000 forests (LIFEinFORESTS)
Duration			
10. 07. 2014 - 31. 03. 2019
Reference 		 LIFE13 INF/HU/001163
Total budget		
1,190,753 EUR
EU contribution		
588,378 EUR
Co-financier		
Hungarian Ministry of Agriculture
For further information please visit our project website:
https://en.lifeinforests.eu/
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Prepared by the Life in Forests Project with financial support from the European Union’s LIFE+ Information and
Communication Programme and the Hungarian Ministry of Agriculture.
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